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A change in the spontaneous release of neurotransmitter is a useful indicator of processes occurring within

presynaptic terminals. Linear techniques (e.g. Fourier transform) have been used to analyse spontaneous

synaptic events in previous studies, but such methods are inappropriate if the timing pattern is complex.

We have investigated spontaneous glycinergic miniature synaptic currents (mIPSCs) in principal cells of

the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body. The random versus deterministic (or periodic) nature of mIPSCs

was assessed using recurrence quantification analysis. Nonlinear methods were then used to quantify any

detected determinism in spontaneous release, and to test for chaotic or fractal patterns. Modelling

demonstrated that this procedure is much more sensitive in detecting periodicities than conventional

techniques. mIPSCs were found to exhibit periodicities that were abolished by blockade of internal

calcium stores with ryanodine, suggesting calcium oscillations in the presynaptic inhibitory terminals.

Analysis indicated that mIPSC occurrences were chaotic in nature. Furthermore, periodicities were less

evident in congenitally deaf mice than in normal mice, indicating that appropriate neural activity during

development is necessary for the expression of deterministic chaos in mIPSC patterns. We suggest that

chaotic oscillations of mIPSC occurrences play a physiological role in signal processing in the auditory

brainstem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Miniature spontaneous postsynaptic currents (mPSCs)

are thought to represent the spontaneous release of the

neurotransmitter contents of individual vesicles from the

presynaptic terminal in the absence of presynaptic nerve

impulses. Spontaneous release may be influenced by a

number of different processes occurring in the presynaptic

terminal, and some of these processes may generate

distinct oscillations or bursting patterns of release

(Abenavoli et al. 2002; Collin et al. 2005). At the

neuromuscular junction, miniature endplate currents

(mEPCs) were classically thought to be random and

memory-less, although some studies have described self-

similarity (fractal nature) in mEPC intervals over time,

and addition of drugs or pre-stimulation may cause release

to be periodic (Lowen et al. 1997; Van der Kloot et al.

1999). Periodicity of spontaneous neurotransmitter

release has been described by several authors (Meiri &

Rahamimoff 1978; Pawson & Grinnell 1989; Kriebel &

Bridy 1996; Lowen et al. 1997), and could be caused by,

for example, oscillations in Ca2C in the presynaptic

terminal (Melamed et al. 1993; Van der Kloot et al.

1999; Llano et al. 2000; Emptage et al. 2001; Simkus &

Stricker 2002; Collin et al. 2005). Detailed investigation of

the nature of release, especially periodicity, may provide

important insights into processes occurring within the
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presynaptic terminal. Furthermore, the properties of

nerve-evoked synaptic transmission may be influenced

by changes in the resting calcium concentration in the

presynaptic terminal.

In our previous study of miniature synaptic currents

(mIPSCs) in brainstem auditory neurons, we did not

observe any effect of depleting internal calcium stores on

conventional mIPSC interval histograms (Lim et al.

2003), but this does not rule out the possibility that Ca2C

fluctuations may cause or modulate periodicity in mIPSCs.

Presynaptic terminals in the CNS are equipped with

internal Ca2C stores which may act as coupled-oscillators

and generate periodicity or determinism in spontaneous

neurotransmitter release. However, with many presyn-

aptic terminals contacting a neuron, and multiple calcium

stores in each terminal, it is unlikely that spontaneous

neurotransmitter release would follow a simple periodic

process. Instead, spontaneous release is more likely to

represent the summation of a number of processes with

different frequencies, which may also change with time.

However, the absence of obvious defined cycles does not

necessarily mean that the system is random. It may, for

example, be represented by a chaotic system with complex

dynamics, or it may exhibit self-similarity (fractal nature;

Lowen et al. 1997). Under these circumstances, the use of

linear analytical methods (i.e. Fourier transform or

autocorrelation) to assess determinism in spontaneous

neurotransmitter release is not adequate. Significantly,
q 2005 The Royal Society
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neurotransmitter release. A positive Lyapunov exponent is

a strong indicator of a chaotic system. Maximal Lyapunov

exponents for normal mice mIPSCs were 2.1G0.1 before

and 1.4G0.1 following addition of ryanodine (p!0.01;

figure 4d ). Normal and deaf mice Lyapunov exponents

also differed significantly (1.9G0.07 and 1.5G0.07,

respectively; p!0.01; figure 4d ). Lyapunov exponents

and 1/maxLine displayed strong correlations for both

normal and deaf mice (r2Z0.8, pZ0.04 and r2Z0.7,

pZ0.04, respectively). These results indicate that the

determinism in mIPSC event intervals is likely to be due to

a chaotic process, which is decreased in MNTB neurons in

the presence of ryanodine and in deaf mice.

Allan Factor plots are used to indicate whether a process

is random, periodic or fractal. A plot with zero slope

indicates a random process, a negative slope indicates a

periodic process and a positive slope suggests a fractal

process (in which case the value of the slope,a, of the power

law relationship indicates the power to which fluctuations

in the number of events on one time-scale are proportional,

or statistically self-similar, to those on longer time-scales;

Fadel et al. 2004). Allan factor plots produced several

results (figure 4e, f ). Normal mice under control conditions

displayed six plots with positive a and rO0.6 and two plots

where awas negative and r!K0.6. (In the latter two cases,

continuous wavelet transform revealed linear periodicities

that were not detected by Fourier transform—see elec-

tronic supplementary material, part C.) Results from cells

in deaf mice and normal mice with addition of ryanodine

displayed five plots each with positive a. However, r was

greater than 0.6 only in one plot from a deaf mouse and

two plots from normal mice plus ryanodine. The Hurst

exponent (H, see electronic supplementary material,

part A) was also calculated. H is 0.5 for a series in which

events are uncorrelated, and if HO0.5, events are positively

correlated. H for results from normal mice under control

conditions was 0.52G0.002 (mean rZ0.71G0.02). If we

ignore the low r values for deaf and control mice with

ryanodine (mean rZ0.4G0.04 and 0.5G0.04, respect-

ively), H was significantly larger in normal mice (control)

when compared to deaf mice and to normal mice plus

ryanodine (0.52G0.001, 0.5G0.001 and 0.5G0.001,

respectively; pZ0.03 and pZ0.02, respectively). In

summary, our results indicate that there is more structure

or determinism in mIPSC event intervals in MNTB

neurons under control conditions in normal mice, than in

MNTB neurons in the presence of ryanodine or in cells

from deaf mice.
4. DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate the application of RPs and RQA

to detect periodicity or deterministic behaviour in

spontaneous neurotransmitter release. The application of

these nonlinear methods is preferable to conventional

methods, and we have used RQA to reveal that calcium

stores are involved in generating the pattern of spon-

taneous mIPSCs in principal cells of the MNTB, and that

there is less determinism in mIPSC occurrences in

MNTB neurons from congenitally deaf mice. This is

significant, particularly since we had previously concluded

that calcium stores were not involved, based on

simple frequency measurements and IeI histograms

(Lim et al. 2003).
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(a) Internal calcium stores modulate the

deterministic nature of mIPSC’s

The results with RQA of mIPSCs from normal mice

showed a significant deterministic component in spon-

taneous neurotransmitter release. This component was

disrupted by addition of ryanodine, suggesting that the

oscillatory nature of mIPSCs could be modulated by

internal Ca2C stores. A similar effect in RQA in four cells

from normal mice was observed after addition of

thapsigargin (an endoplasmic reticulum Ca2C-pump

blocker), suggesting that the deterministic nature of

mIPSCs may be due to oscillations in Ca2C release from

the endoplasmic reticulum. Although this is the simplest

explanation, it is also possible that altering calcium

homeostasis in the presynaptic terminal disrupts some

other factor causing oscillations. Owing to the fact that a

number of presynaptic terminals may exhibit oscillations

independently of each other, the periodicity observed in

this study could be masked by its complexity, causing,

therefore, linear methods (such as Fourier transform) to

be insensitive to the deterministic nature of the neuro-

transmitter release. The maximal Lyapunov exponents

show in fact that determinism in spontaneous neuro-

transmitter release is a chaotic process rather than a linear

oscillator. These values are in agreement with the RQA

analysis, reinforcing the capacity of RQA to detect

nonlinear rhythmicity embedded in large random series.

The absence of fractal behaviour in release has been

observed at neuromuscular junctions (Van der Kloot et al.

1999). In our experiments, we did not consistently

observe the presence of fractals in mIPSC patterns.

(b) Cochlear development and mIPSC

determinism

The small RQA variables and Lyapunov exponents

observed in recordings from deafness mice showed that

proper cochlear input may play a role in the development

of mIPSC event interval patterns or oscillations. In

MNTB principal cells, voltage-dependent Ca2C currents

are the same in normal and deaf mice (Leao et al. 2004b),

but at the endbulb of Held presynaptic terminal, deaf mice

show impaired Ca2C buffering (Oleskevich & Walmsley

2002). It is not known whether there is also impaired

buffering in presynaptic glycinergic terminals, but there is

evidence for altered development of glycinergic trans-

mission in deaf mice (Leao et al. 2004a). A developmental

role for calcium oscillations in presynaptic terminals has

been suggested by Spitzer (Spitzer et al. 2000; Spitzer

2002).

(c) Physiological implications of deterministic

mIPSC IeIs

Our results show that, under control conditions in normal

mice, there is a significant degree of determinism in

mIPSC IeIs. This determinism can be periodic, chaotic

and/or fractal in nature. This naturally raises the issue

about whether or not these patterns are of any physiologi-

cal significance. First, the observation that blocking

intracellular calcium stores reduces the determinism to a

more random pattern suggests that there are fluctuations

or oscillations in the intra-terminal calcium concentration.

Calcium oscillations in synaptic terminals may be a

common phenomenon and have been directly observed

using fluorescent calcium indicators (Collin et al. 2005).
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Calcium transients have been implicated in synaptogen-

esis and stabilization of synaptic connections (Lohmann

et al. 2005). Interestingly, Sharma & Vijayaraghavan

(2003) have demonstrated that calcium transients in

presynaptic terminals in the CA3 region of the hippo-

campus are sufficient to synchronously increase spon-

taneous release and actually drive postsynaptic pyramidal

cells above firing threshold. Furthermore, intra-terminal

calcium fluctuations may directly modulate nerve-evoked

release probability, since many steps in the vesicle cycle,

including mobilization of vesicles, are calcium dependent.

In fact, at the frog neuromuscular junction, Pawson &

Grinnell (1989) have shown that there is a relationship

between oscillation of mEPP frequency and nerve-evoked

release efficacy. This evidence suggests that determinism

in spontaneous transmitter release may be of considerable

physiological significance. A further issue is whether or not

the actual pattern (periodic, chaotic and/or fractal) is of

significance. It is conceivable that the pattern of spon-

taneous release may be generated by the same underlying

processes, but that different weightings or initial con-

ditions may give rise to different characteristics. If there is

strong coupling between terminals via a mechanism such

as calcium-induced calcium release, then a periodic

process may emerge, as in the case of loosely coupled

oscillators (Van Helden & Zhao 2000). If terminals are

independent of each other, then a chaotic process may

occur. A hallmark of a chaotic process is sensitivity to

slightly different initial conditions, and this may arise, for

example, with a positive feedback process such as calcium-

induced calcium release. Whether a biological process is

periodic or chaotic may be very important. For example,

Schweighofer et al. (2004) have shown that chaotic firing

patterns may actually enhance information transmission

in the inferior olive. In the present study, we have

demonstrated that mIPSC occurrences in the MNTB

are chaotic, and that furthermore, this chaotic nature

depends on normal spontaneous auditory nerve activity

during development. Our previous results have shown that

inhibitory transmission and connectivity are abnormal in

congenitally deaf mice before ear canal opening and the

onset of acoustic input (Leao et al. 2004a). We suggest that

chaotic mIPSC and presynaptic calcium oscillations are

necessary for the normal development of inhibitory

synaptic transmission in the MNTB.

We are very grateful to Christian Stricker, David Hirst, John
Bekkers and Frank Edwards for valuable comments on a draft
of this paper.
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